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THE AGE OF NATURETHE AGE OF NATURE

The economic challenges of the 21The economic challenges of the 21stst

century will be powerfully driven bycentury will be powerfully driven by
material forces material forces –– demographic change,demographic change,
resource scarcities, environmentalresource scarcities, environmental
stress, and technological shiftsstress, and technological shifts
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Two types of ingenuity

TechnicalTechnicalSocialSocial



To close the ingenuity gap,To close the ingenuity gap,
we need to shift from seeing the worldwe need to shift from seeing the world
as composed mainly ofas composed mainly of

MACHINESMACHINES

to seeing it as composed mainly ofto seeing it as composed mainly of

COMPLEX SYSTEMSCOMPLEX SYSTEMS





Whereas MACHINESWhereas MACHINES
•• can be taken apart, analyzed, and fully can be taken apart, analyzed, and fully 

understood (they are no more than the sum understood (they are no more than the sum 
of their parts)of their parts)

•• exhibit exhibit ““normalnormal”” or equilibrium patterns of or equilibrium patterns of 
behaviorbehavior

•• show proportionality of cause and effect, show proportionality of cause and effect, 
andand

•• can be managed because their behavior  can be managed because their behavior  
predictablepredictable . . . . . . 



COMPLEX SYTEMSCOMPLEX SYTEMS
•• are more than the sum of their parts (they are more than the sum of their parts (they 

have have emergentemergent properties)properties)

•• can flip from one pattern of behavior to can flip from one pattern of behavior to 
another (they have another (they have multiple equilibriums)multiple equilibriums)

•• show disproportionality of cause and effect show disproportionality of cause and effect 
(their behavior is often (their behavior is often nonlinearnonlinear, because , because 
of of feedbacks feedbacks and and synergiessynergies), and), and

•• cannot be easily cannot be easily managedmanaged because their because their 
behavior is often behavior is often unpredictableunpredictable. . 



WeWe’’re moving from a world ofre moving from a world of

RISKRISK

to a world ofto a world of

UNCERTAINTYUNCERTAINTY
(unknown unknowns)(unknown unknowns)



ECONOMY



““Not only have individual financialNot only have individual financial
institutions become less vulnerable toinstitutions become less vulnerable to
shocks from underlying risk factors, butshocks from underlying risk factors, but
also the financial system as a whole hasalso the financial system as a whole has
become more resilient.become more resilient.””

Alan Greenspan in 2004Alan Greenspan in 2004



““The degree of complexity is so great, theThe degree of complexity is so great, the
products are new and untested and theproducts are new and untested and the
operations are now global. This isoperations are now global. This is
LongLong--Term Capital onTerm Capital on steroids.steroids.””

Byron Wien, chief investment strategist, PequotByron Wien, chief investment strategist, Pequot Capital, Capital, InternationalInternational
Herald TribuneHerald Tribune, September 20, 2008., September 20, 2008.



““Nobody understands who owes what toNobody understands who owes what to
whomwhom——or whether they have the ability toor whether they have the ability to
pay.   Counterparties have become afraid topay.   Counterparties have become afraid to
trade with each other.  Sovereign wealth fundstrade with each other.  Sovereign wealth funds
are no long willing to supply badly neededare no long willing to supply badly needed
capital because they no longer know whatcapital because they no longer know what
they are investing in.  The crisis continuesthey are investing in.  The crisis continues
because nobody knows what anything isbecause nobody knows what anything is
worth.  You simply cannot have a functioningworth.  You simply cannot have a functioning
market under such circumstances.market under such circumstances.””

Joe Nocera, Joe Nocera, The New York Times, The New York Times, September 20, 2008September 20, 2008



Causes of the economic crisisCauses of the economic crisis
•• Capitalist overproductionCapitalist overproduction

•• Liquidity expansion to sustain demandLiquidity expansion to sustain demand

•• Securitization of debt and riskSecuritization of debt and risk
Aided and abetted by:Aided and abetted by:

AntiAnti--regulation ideologyregulation ideology

Advanced computational and mathematical technologies used toAdvanced computational and mathematical technologies used to
estimate riskestimate risk

NearNear--fraudulent asset ratingsfraudulent asset ratings

•• Collective arrogance and amnesiaCollective arrogance and amnesia



ResultsResults
•• Speculative bubbles inflated by cheap creditSpeculative bubbles inflated by cheap credit

Fragmentation/attenuation of risk, and reduced incentive to moniFragmentation/attenuation of risk, and reduced incentive to monitor risktor risk

•• When the bubbles imploded,When the bubbles imploded,
unbounded uncertaintyunbounded uncertainty

““The crisis continues because nobody knowsThe crisis continues because nobody knows
what anything is worth.what anything is worth.””

•• Flip from a wealthFlip from a wealth--creation equilibrium to a creation equilibrium to a 
wealthwealth--destruction equilibriumdestruction equilibrium

FearFear--driven driven ““collective actioncollective action”” problemproblem



ENERGY, CLIMATE, FOOD







Producing energy costs energyProducing energy costs energy

This principle is best understoodThis principle is best understood
through the concept ofthrough the concept of

Energy Return onEnergy Return on
Investment (EROI)Investment (EROI)



WeWe’’re shifting from a world ofre shifting from a world of
abundant highabundant high--EROI energy to EROI energy to 

one of scarce, mixedone of scarce, mixed--EROI EROI 
energyenergy

Just at the timeJust at the time
We need vast additionalWe need vast additional

amounts of cheap energy to amounts of cheap energy to 
solve our increasingly difficultsolve our increasingly difficult

problemsproblems





Wolfram Schlenkera and Michael J. Robertsb, “Nonlinear temperature effects indicate severe 
damages to U.S. crop yields under climate change,” PNAS, 15 September 2009



Battisti and Naylor, “Historical warnings of future food insecurity with unprecedented seasonal heat.”
Science (9 January 2009):  240-44



Battisti and Naylor, “Historical warnings of future food insecurity with unprecedented seasonal heat.”
Science (9 January 2009):  240-44
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In this new In this new 
world, what world, what 

should we do?should we do?



BEWARE FALSE SOLUTIONSBEWARE FALSE SOLUTIONS
Current response to economic crisis:Current response to economic crisis:

We should deal with the unemploymentWe should deal with the unemployment
caused by excessive borrowing and caused by excessive borrowing and 

global overproduction of stuff . . .global overproduction of stuff . . .

by borrowing even more so that we canby borrowing even more so that we can
rere--employ people to produce more stuffemploy people to produce more stuff



To narrow the ingenuity gap,To narrow the ingenuity gap,
we must move from we must move from ““managementmanagement”” toto

Complex AdaptationComplex Adaptation



EXPLOITING CRISIS

INCREASING RESILIENCE

DECENTRALIZING PROBLEM SOLVING



CRISISCRISIS

can createcan create

OPPORTUNITYOPPORTUNITY

If we plan nowIf we plan now
what wewhat we’’re going to do thenre going to do then
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RESILIENT people, institutionsRESILIENT people, institutions
and societies . . .and societies . . .

have the capability to withstandhave the capability to withstand
shock without catastrophic failureshock without catastrophic failure



•• Loosen couplingLoosen coupling

•• Increase redundancyIncrease redundancy

•• Increase diversity  Increase diversity  

•• DecentralizeDecentralize

•• Implement safeImplement safe--failfail
experimentationexperimentation

•• Maximize flexibility  Maximize flexibility  



Connectivity and ResilienceConnectivity and Resilience

Connectivity

Resilience



Linked together within a looseLinked together within a loose
information networkinformation network

Engaged in autonomousEngaged in autonomous
experimentationexperimentation

And willing toAnd willing to
learn from  failurelearn from  failure

Decentralized response involves:

Multiple Multiple ““agentsagents”” with diverse strategieswith diverse strategies







FromFrom
GROWTHGROWTH

toto
STEADY STATESTEADY STATE



GROWTH = SOLVENCY

GROWTH = FREEDOM

GROWTH = HAPPINESS

GROWTH = PEACE






